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lAnswer any two questions from Group A and any three questions from Group B.

Use .t sepurdte ctnstrer sc,ripi fctr Group A & B)

Grouo A

Ql. a) Define event-condition-action Model.
"lnconsistency and loss of data will occur if the appropriate Database lntegrity
and security measures not ensured"? lfyou agree, Explain with examples.

b) Consider the following relational database:

Pcrssenger (P_j9! Pname, Atldress, mobile. e-mait)
Ticket (1'-b!, Pid, Bid, emp_icl,. Dutu-uf-journey. Time. No_of_tickets, Amount)
Bus (pj9lB-name, router, No-of-Seats, unitjrice)
Emplol,ee(9up=41 ename, solary. designation. address)
Give an SQL DDL definition of this database. Identi! referential-integrity
constraints that should hold, and include them in the DDL definition.
Special consideration: Pname and ename (not null), Mobile (unique), euantity
(not negative), No-o./ rickets (minimum l)

Q2, a) When cascade update or cascade delete can be helpfut? 2
b) Explain different measures ofsecured data transfer. z
c) Define fu'ctio,al depe,dency. write the rules for BCNF. when a relational 6

schema will be in lNF, 2NF, and 3NF.

Q3. a) Distinct betwee, trivial, non-trivial and Multivalued dependency with example. 3
b) How does Armstrong's Axioms helpful in normalization. z

c) Write down the objectives of Normaliztion? Normalize the following table up l+4
to Third Normal Form, if it is not normalized
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Q4.

Qs.

Q6.

Q7.

Grouo B

a) lndices speed query processing, but it is usually a bad idea to create indices on

every attribute, and every combination ofattributes, that is a potential search key.

Explain why.

b) When does multi-level indexing preferable? Justify your answer with examples.

c) Show the differences between a clustering index and a secondary index?

d) Why does ideal hash function preferable? Explain in comparison to worst hash

function.

a) Define a database transaction. What are the main issues to deal with for
transaction design?

b) Draw the state diagram ofa transaction and explain its different states.

c) Explain how the shadow copy technique works. Write an equivalent schedule for
the following schedule.

A)
A '.= A - 50

write (A)
read(B)
B:=8+50
write(B)

read(A)
te tnp := A * 0.7

wrjte(A)
read(B)

:::^l:*^,
a) Database-system implementers have paid much more attention to the ACID properties

than have file-systen.r in]plementers. Why might this be the case?

b). What is a deadlocli? Why is concu;rency important?

c) Define distribrted database. Compare between homogeneous and heterogeneous

distlibuted database.

a) Differentiate between Dirty read and Fuzzy Read with examples.

b) Show that the two-phase locking protocol ensures conflict serializability.
c) Explain the purpose of the checkpoint mechanism. How often should

checkpoints be performed?

d) When is it useful to have replication or fragmentation of data? Explain your
alrswer.
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